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About This Game

First of the three titles in the Gundemonium Collection, this pixel-style side-scroller brings the intensity of the 'bullet hell'
shooter genre to Steam. Choose one of two playable characters, including an unlockable third character! Modify character

weaponry to your liking! Dominate 5 levels of frenetic gameplay while being bombarded with high-impact weaponry. Each
level culminates with a challenging boss to defeat. Three game play modes will keep the non-stop action going! Experience a

new level of game-play: Enjoy Gundemonium Recollection while listening to a brand-new arranged soundtrack.

Key features:

5 levels of intense bullet-flying action

Sweet Old school retro anime-style art

Two playable characters to choose from and a third you can unlock

Story, Practice and Mission modes to take your shooting skills to the max

32 Steam achievements

Full online leaderboards
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New arranged soundtrack by DM Ashura
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Title: Gundemonium Recollection
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Platine Dispositif
Publisher:
Rockin' Android
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German
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personally my favorite map in this game. A well written story that is hampered by cliches', predictable outcomes, and a low
budget.
All endings can be achieved in under 2 hours and it is impossible to get the best outcomes on the first try.
I'd say more, but when the price tag is free you can't complain too much.

I hope to see this group make something bigger with more production values in the future, maybe then they'll really shine.. This
game shows the fun of hacking "macrosoft" and adding money to accounts while making viruses and many more amazing
things. Thats why I would reccomend this game.. First impression was a bit confusing, but the core game is pretty brilliant and is
great at bending your mind. Some UI and performance improvements would help the experience a lot, though it's still Early
Access so hopefully future patches make it run a bit smoother (I'm on a 970 and it studders a bit at the moment)
for 6 bucks it's definitely worth it. Awesome little game. Gives you a good work out. Has great graphics, music and love the big
guns. A must buy if your into work out type of room scale vr games. I appreciated that when you die, you don't start over from
the beginning.. Perfect mix of humor and puzzle solving. This episode was a bit easier than the first one but also very good.
Recommended to all "point-and-click" oldschool puzzle solving fans.. land on an island, and keep the little bastards alive, thats
about it, all the virtual villagers are the same, fun games but kinda slow going. Epigenesis is a very fast fps, essesencially ctf. It's
obviously still in early access, there are some bugs that i have found and published. Once more players start playing this game, i
will play more of it.
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Quite an entretaining game. Good for the times you want to have a little challenge and distract for a while.
I really enjoyed the game and I would reccomend it for relaxing and having a good time. Though some parts are a bit hard to
pass it is a really good game overall.. Would be good if there was no mouse glitch impossible to play. Worst game ever, dont
even bother wasting you money.. The Only Time im Using this is for the Karate Fist Animation. This game is just heartwarming
and beautiful.
It's a relaxing and kinda slow game where you can do everything at your own pace.
The music fits perfectly with the cute artstyle and the characters are all lovely and very well written.
The game itself is quite short, but with the different endings and the New Game+ mode it has a very high replay value.

. >Saw this game with 96% discount, Bought it.
>Download and Install.
>Run the game.
>Sleep.
>Woke up
>Check inventory
>3 Steam trading card
>Uninstall

10\/10 would pay for steam trading card. This game is surprisingly, extremely accurate to the actual Pickers show, just without
the likable hosts "Tall Guy who likes Motorbikes" and "Fat Dude who likes Oil Cans and Bundles Stuff".

Appease idiotic country bumpkins with 'Ice Breakers' by buying some cheap piece of junk for $5 more than its worth, so they'll
come to like you. Then have them return the favour by selling you a $2000 motorcycle sidecar for $500.

10/10 would scam again
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